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Abstract—In this paper, we present an efficient fault-tolerant
distributed location management protocol for personal commu-
nications service (PCS) networks. It achieves low connection-es-
tablishment delay, and under certain conditions, low overall cost
compared to the current PCS location management protocol (i.e.,
IS-41). It also effectively avoids the shortcomings of IS-41, namely,
centralized location management and triangular routing. Another
feature of the protocol is its ability to recover from loss or corrup-
tion of the location information carried by the mobile host. For
larger networks, this paper proposes two approaches to reduce the
overhead of the distributed location management scheme. Further,
we formally prove that our location management scheme maintains
the correct location information of every subscriber in the system.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENT advances in communication technology, hard-
ware, and software have created the opportunity for

mobile terminals to receive many services that were, not long
ago, only available to tethered terminals. Personal communica-
tion services (PCSs) are becoming a major force in providing
these services to wireless users. To provide timely services to
mobile users, a challenging task is to track the location of the
mobile user efficiently so that the connection establishment
delay is low. There have been several approaches proposed by
various researchers for maintaining location information [2],
[3], [8], [10], [11], [21], [1], [5], [9], [20]. In this paper, we
present an efficient, fault-tolerant scheme for maintaining loca-
tion information where the goal is to minimize the connection
establishment delay.

In North America, the Telecommunications Industry Associ-
ation’s interim standard IS-41 [7], [6] is used for managing loca-
tion information of roaming mobile users. IS-41 uses a two-tier
approach for location tracking and maintenance (see Fig. 1).
Every subscriber is registered with a location register (HLR) in
the home network. The HLR maintains the subscribers current
physical location. If the subscriber has roamed to another re-
gion, then he/she has to register with the visitor location register
(VLR) that covers the new region. During the registration (and
authentication), the VLR will contact the subscribers HLR, and
the HLR will update its database to reflect the new location of
the subscriber. The base station (BS) provides wireless connec-
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Fig. 1. Network reference model.

tion to the mobile user. The switching is performed at the mobile
switching center (MSC).

The subscribers are assigned a ten-digit mobile identification
number (MIN) by the PCS (or cellular) service provider. It is
similar to a wireline telephone number. The MIN is programmed
into the subscriber’s mobile host before service is rendered to
the customer. The MIN is the key field by which the subscriber’s
profile and location information are maintained. The MIN is
transmitted by the mobile host over the air interface to identify
itself to the network to obtain service.

In IS-41 [7], an incoming call is routed to the called subscriber
as follows. The call initiated by dialing the subscribers’s direc-
tory number DN (in most of the implementation, DN is the same
as MIN, a ten-digit number). The first three digits of DN is the
area code, and the next four digits indicate a specific MSC that
serves the home subscribers. The dialed call is received by this
MSC in the home system. This MSC is called theoriginating
MSC. If the mobile host is currently in the originating MSCs
coverage (i.e. the mobile host is not roaming), then the origi-
nating MSC pages the mobile host. When the mobile host re-
sponds (i.e., the subscriber accepts the call by pressing the right
button), the originating MSC sets up circuits to terminate the
call to the mobile host.

Fig. 2 shows typical call delivery to a roaming mobile host. As
before, when a call to a mobile is dialed, the call is first routed
to the originating MSC., which then sends a location request
message to the HLR to find out the current location of the mo-
bile. The HLR, in turn, sends a route request message to the
VLR that is currently serving the mobile. The VLR then sends
a route request message to the MSC that is currently serving the
mobile. The serving MSC creates a temporary location direc-
tory number (TLDN) and returns it to the VLR. The TLDN is
then passed back to the originating MSC through the HLR. The
originating MSC then routes the call using this TLDN. When
the serving MSC receives the call routed using the TLDN, it
pages the mobile host. If the mobile responds, then the call is
terminated to the mobile.

0018–9545/00$10.00 © 2000 IEEE
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Fig. 2. Call delivery in IS-41 to an idle mobile in visited system

The HLR is a critical entity in the centralized IS-41 location
management. There are many disadvantages in this approach.
One is that any HLR system failure causes all mobiles reg-
istered with the HLR to be unreachable even though mobiles
may be roaming and away from the HLR region. Thus, HLR
is the single point of failure in the network. There is also an-
other disadvantage, which is generally referred to as thetrom-
boning problemor triangular routing. Consider the situation of
a roaming mobile host. Subscriber MH-A’s home MSC is in
Seattle, WA, and MH-A is currently roaming in the Boston, MA,
area. Assume that a user MH-B in Cambridge, which is a suburb
of Boston, dials the number of MH-A to set up a call. This
call setup involves two long-distance legs, one between Cam-
bridge and Seattle, and the other between Seattle and Boston.
The Seattle–Boston leg will be used twice, first to obtain TLDN
and then for the voice trunk.

Several approaches have been proposed to alleviate these in-
efficiencies of IS-41. An improvement to IS-41 is proposed in
[8], [10], and [11], where, depending on the call-to-mobility
ratio,1 the location information ( ) of a called mobile is
cached at the calling MSC. That is, each time a call is made,
the cached information is checked first. If the subscriber’s cur-
rent VLR information is cached, then that VLR is contacted di-
rectly, thus reducing the connection establishment delay. How-
ever, if the subscriber has moved out of that VLRs region, the
HLR needs to be contacted after making an abortive connection
request to the wrong VLR. In that case, the connection estab-
lishment delay will be longer than that of using the basic IS-41.

In IS-41, each time a mobile changes location and registers
with a VLR, the HLR also need to be updated. As the VLR cov-
erage shrinks to provide multimedia services, updating HLR for
every location change imposes heavy traffic in the signaling net-
work [15]. This traffic can be significantly reduced by not up-
dating the HLR at each VLR crossings, rather, by maintaining a
chain of forwarding pointers at each of the VLRs that the sub-
scriber has visited [12], [13]. The HLR may then be updated
after a threshold number of area crossings, or upon performing
a search to contact the subscriber. A similar scheme, thelocal
anchoring scheme, is proposed in [9] and [1]. In this scheme,
a chain of forwarding pointers is not maintained, but a VLR
closed to the current location of the subscriber is selected as a
local anchor, which plays the role of HLR while the mobile is in

1The ratio between the number of calls to a subscriber and the number of
times the subscriber changes location.

the vicinity. All location changes are reported only to the local
anchor. The HLR keeps a pointer to the local anchor. When a
call arrives, the HLR queries the local anchor, which, in turn,
queries the current VLR and obtains a TLDN for the call. In the
above two approaches, if a subscriber is called very frequently
from an area, each call requires a query to the callee’s HLR and
a traversal of the forwarding pointers. But, if the current loca-
tion of the callee is stored by the frequent caller, the connection
establishment time can be reduced.

In this paper, we propose a new approach that yields better
connection establishment delay than previous approaches. In the
fully distributed location management scheme we first present,
the VLRs and HLRs are replaced by location registers (LRs).
The LRs are distributed throughout the network. Similar to a
VLR in the PCS architecture (Fig. 1), each LR serves a set of
MSCs. The LRs can coexist with the MSC and serve only one
MSC. There are no HLRs or VLRs in this scheme, and each LR
maintains the location information of not only the mobiles that
are local to it but also other mobiles in the network [16]. Thus,
this is a protocol where the location information of the mobile
hosts is fully replicated in all the LRs.

The LR functions as both a location registry for the local mo-
bile hosts and the lookup directory for the location of other mo-
bile hosts. For local mobile hosts, LR stores the current MSC
serving the mobile. For mobile hosts that are not local, LR stores
the ID of the LR where the mobile host currently resides. When
a mobile registers with an LR, the new location information is
disseminated to all other LRs in the network. This dissemination
is carried out in parallel through the whole network so that new
location information is very quickly updated at all the VLRs.

Of course, for reasonably large networks, neither fully repli-
cating the location information nor disseminating location in-
formation (when a mobile changes location) through the whole
network is practical. Hence, we discuss how the basic protocol
can be tailored such that both the overhead due to replicating
location information and the overhead due to dissemination are
minimized.

In the next section, we describe our generic scheme based on
fully distributed location management. We also formally prove
the correctness of the scheme in the next section. In Section III,
we show how the fully distributed scheme can be tailored for
large networks. Conclusions are presented in Section IV.

II. FULLY DISTRIBUTED LOCATION MANAGEMENT

A. Registration and Connection Establishment

Registration: The base stations periodically broadcast
“beacon” signals to the mobile hosts (MHs) in its coverage
area (a.k.a., cell). An MH needing connection can then send a
request to the base station to be monitored by it. The request is
in the form of amonitor-me-join(mmj) message (Fig. 3). Along
with the mmj message, information about the identity of the
MH and the location counter (LC) value (a sequence number
that will be explained next) is also sent. Similarly, when an MH
switches itself off and then wakes up, it sends amonitor-me
(mm) message to the base station to monitor it. Thus, the base
station can distinguish requests from mobile hosts that have just
woken up from those that have moved into its coverage area.
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Fig. 3. Registration in fully distributed location management

In case the MH enters an area where the cells of more than one
base station overlap, the MH may wish to change its monitor if
it finds that another base station has a stronger beacon signal. If
this monitor’s beacon signal becomes weaker later, at that time
it could send a request to another base station (if another base
station with an overlapping cell is available) requesting to be
monitored, and so on.

Upon receiving anmmjrequest from an MH, the base station
will inform its MSC. This MSC, in turn, forwards the request
to the LR associated with it. From its database, the LR retrieves
the ID of the last LR that served this MH. If this LR is the one
that last served the MH, then the LR will compare the LC value
that arrives in themmj message with the one in its database,
assume the larger of the two to be the LC value, and send an
ackmmjmessage along with the new LC value to the MH. The
old LR value and the new LR value could be the same when the
MH moves from one base station to another where both base
stations are served by the same LR. If the LR that last served
the MH is different, then the LR will increment the larger of the
two LC values and send anackmmjto the MH. From then on,
whenever a message is sent from/to this MH, the message needs
to be directed through this BS/MSC.

The MH should receive theackmmjmessage within a certain
period of time; if not, it times out and sends anmmj request to
another overlapping base station if one exists. This procedure
is repeated until anackmmjis received. Once anackmmjis re-
ceived from a BS/MSC, the MH is then able to communicate
with other hosts on the network through this BS/MSC. In the
case of overlapping access zones, once theackmmjmessage has
been received and registration has been established through a
new LR, the MH sends abreaksignal to the old LR to severe
that connection. Together with the break signal, it also sends the
identity of its new LR and an updated location counter value.
The breaksignal is useful for immediately forwarding an in-
coming message to the MH if it has crossed an LR service area.
When an LR sends anackmmjback to the MH, it also updates
its own location directory (LD) and disseminates information
about the new location of the MH to the other LRs in the net-
work.

It is to be noted here that an MH may cross several base-
station cells before crossing an LR service area, as there are
many base stations served by one LR. Only when an MH crosses

over to another LR is the location information disseminated in
the network.

Call Setup: For the protocol explained in this section, it is as-
sumed that the location information of each mobile host is fully
replicated in all the LRs. The MH need not be assigned to a par-
ticular home location register. Hence, unlike IS-41, a call to an
MH can be directly sent to the serving LR instead of querying
the HLR first. The serving LR contacts the serving MSC to as-
sign a routing number (TLDN) to the call. However, due to the
finite delay involved in completing a location information dis-
semination, when an originating MSC receives a call request to
a nonlocal MH, there is a nonzero probability that the associated
LR has old location information of the called MH. Because of
this, location request for an MH could be received at an LR that
is not serving this MH any more. In this case, the location re-
quest is forwarded to the LR that is currently serving the MH as
per the location information available at the LR that received the
location request. This way, through a chain of forwarding steps,
the location request eventually reaches the LR that is currently
serving the MH. It is to be noted here that, since many base sta-
tions are served by an LR, chances of a mobile host crossing
over to another LR region while its earlier location update still
propagating in the network is negligibly small.

B. Information Dissemination and Location Counter
Corruption

Each MH has a location counter associated with it. The LC
acts as a logical time stamp. Whenever an MH requests registra-
tion, the LR increments the corresponding LC value and sends it
back to the MH. The LR then updates its own location directory
and disseminates information about the new location of the MH
together with the new LC value to the neighboring LRs. The LRs
that receive this information determine if it is new (newinfo),
old (oldinfo), or the same information (sameinfo), depending on
whether the LC value they received is larger, smaller, or equal to
the LC value they have locally stored for this MH. The LR prop-
agates this new information to all its neighbors and updates its
local LD. If the information is old, it (the LC value for this MH
and its location) is updated and sent back to (only) the sender.
If the information is the same, but the LR ID in the update mes-
sage is different from the LR ID stored in the LD, then the in-
formation in the update message is added to the LD. Thus, the
location counter serves to distinguish among new, old, and same
information and thereby limits redundant messages that may be
propagated on the network.

Given this functionality for the location counter, it is impor-
tant to ensure that the location counter values contained lo-
cally at an LR and those carried in the information messages
always monotonically increase. This property is required to en-
able more recent information to be associated with a larger LC
value than that associated with older information. Informally,
we would like to guarantee that newer information does not get
overwritten by older information. When MHs move from one
LR service area to another, they notify the new LR of their LC
value. If this notified LC value is correct, then the above prop-
erty can be shown to hold. Our protocol is tailored to recover
from situations where this notified location counter value is in-
correct. An LC value can become incorrect for two reasons.
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1) A hardware failure can cause the MH to send an incorrect
LC value. That is, the location counter value has been
corrupted.

2) An MH sends anmmjmessage, and before receiving an
ackmmj,it moves out of the cell and crosses over to a new
LR region. In this case, if the location update information
from the old LR arrived at the new LR before the newmmj
message from the MH arrived, the LC value sent by the
MH will be incorrect as far as the new MSC is concerned,
even though there is no hardware failure on the part of
MH.

Our protocol treats the latter case as if the LC value has been
corrupted, because a protocol that can tolerate LC corruption
can also tolerate the above mentionedmovement dependent
failure.

In addition to this, an MH could switch off and then reappear
in another part of the network. As discussed earlier, it is possible
that when an MH turns off power, its memory is not retained
for an extended period. Hence, when this MH wakes up and
wants to send anmmmessage, it may not have the ability to send
its correct location counter value. As we will show later, this
case is equivalent to the case where the location counter value
is corrupted. That is, the scheme also handles the case where
an MH turns off power, loses its memory, and then reappear
elsewhere in the network.

Our scheme tolerates location counter corruption by making
the incorrect location counter value converge to a consistent lo-
cation counter value and stabilize itself. This is accomplished
as follows. Assume that an MH moves from LRservice area
to LR service area. The location directory at LRwill contain
one of the following about this MH.

1) LR retains old information that this MH is being served
by some LR. This could happen if LRhas not yet re-
ceived information that the MH moved into LR’s cov-
erage area.

2) LR retains the most recent information that it is being
served by LR.

Consider the situation where the LC value carried by the MH
gets corrupted and becomes incorrect. The MH sends this in-
correct LC value (as part of themmj message) to LR. In that
case, if LR updates its location directory and disseminates this
information, it is possible that this information is deemedold
information by other LRs on the network and ignored. It is also
possible that some other LR receives this assameinformation in
case the LC value received is the same as the LC value stored for
this MH in their local LD. Even though the location information
is different, because the LC values are same, this information
would be ignored unless this is perceived as new information.
We take an optimistic approach and let LRs disseminate this in-
formation. After LR disseminates the new location information
of the MH, the following three cases can happen.

1) The disseminated LC value is larger than the LC value
that all other LRs have stored in their LD for this MH.

2) The disseminated LC value is smaller than the LC value
that at least one LR has stored in its LD for this MH.

3) The disseminated LC value ties the largest LC value
stored in all other LRs.

If the disseminated LC value is larger than the LC value that
any other LR has stored for this MH, then this information will
be correctly perceived as new information and all LDs will be
correctly updated. If the disseminated LC value is smaller than
any other LC value on the network, eventually this larger LC
will reach LR , and at this time LRresolves the inconsistency
by first checking if the MH is still in its service area (by sending
a checkmessage through the current base station). If the MH
is still served by LR, it will send anackcheckmessage back,
and LR increments the LC value and disseminates this again
on the network. If the MH is not in its service area anymore,
LR does not have to do anything, as the inconsistency will be
resolved by the LR who is currently serving the MH. In case the
LC value ties the largest of the LC values that is stored in some
LR, this situation is made known to LRso that it can resolve
this inconsistency as in the previous case.

A similar situation arises when an MH wakes up after being
switched off and sends amonitor-me (mm)message to some
base station in the service area of LR. In this case, LRwill dis-
seminatenewinfoabout the location of this MH by incrementing
the LC value that it had stored in its LD for this MH. If there are
any inconsistencies, then it will be resolved exactly as described
in the last paragraph. By the time the MH wakes up after being
switched off, if the most recent LC value (the LC value just be-
fore it was switched off) has reached all the LRs on the network,
then the incremented LC value that LRhas disseminated will
be larger than the LC value stored in the LD of any the LRs, and
there will be no inconsistency.

C. Data Structures

The data structures required are as follows.
Location Directory: An LD is maintained at each LR in the

network. It contains information about the location of each MH
in the network. In the LD at (say) LR, an entry will look like
(MH LR LC). Let us refer to the entry for theth mobile
host in the LD of LR by LD and to the individual fields in
the entry by LD . For example, LD LC refers to the
LC value for MH at LR . MH refers to the ID. of the MH.
LR gives the location of the MH; that is, the ID of the LR that
is serving this MH as per information that is available at LR.
LC refers to the location counter value for the MH as per the
information that is available at LR.

Messages Within the Signaling Network:Within the sig-
naling network, information about the changing location of
different MHs is disseminated as explained earlier. The data
structure for the message that carries this information is quite
similar to location directory. This message contains entries of
the form (MH LR LC ). To preserve bandwidth, a number
of entries may be concatenated into an update message. The
number of entries depends on the number of MHs about which
new location information needs to be propagated.

Messages Within the Wireless Network:Within the wireless
network, base stations and mobile hosts exchange messages.
An mmj message from an MH to a base station has the struc-
ture (MH LC). Themmmessage contains only (MH). The
ackmmj, break, check,andackcheckmessages are of the form
(MH LR LC).
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Fig. 4. Sequence of messages exchanged in scenario 1.

D. Correctness

The correctness of the protocol is provided later in this
section. First, let us look at two example scenarios to see
how the scheme works. These examples are explained using
event-time diagrams to illustrate the progression of conflict
resolution.

Scenario 1: The value that is carried by the mobile host
could be corrupted due to any of the reasons explained earlier.
The incorrect LC value could be larger, smaller, or same as the
LC value stored by an LR that the MH wants to register. Fig. 4
shows the event-time diagram of the sequence of messages ex-
changed in the network when a mobile hostwith an incorrect
LC value tries to join an MSC in the service area of LR. Let
the LC value carried by the mobile host be seven and the loca-
tion directory entry for MH at LR be (MH LR ). Upon
receiving themmjfrom MH , the MSC forwards the request to
LR . Now, LR checks its LD to see whether MHis already
registered with it through some other MSC. Let us assume that
MH is not being served by LR. Now, LR has two LC values
for MH : the value that arriveds with themmjmessage and the
one in its LD. LR will assume the larger of the two LC values
(i.e., ten), increment it, and send anackmmjmessage back to
MH along with the incremented LC value. LRwill also dis-
seminate the new location information of MHalong with the
new LC value to all other LRs in the network. Once MHre-
ceives theackmmj message, it will update its local LC
value.

The LC value disseminated by LRmay be smaller than what
some other LRs (say, LR) have stored in their location direc-
tory. This will happen, for example, if the information dissemi-
nated by LR, to which MH had previously been registered, is
yet to reach LR. Let the location update disseminated by LRbe
(MH LR ). When LR receives the update from LR, it will
increment that LC value and send acheckmessage along with the
incremented LC value (i.e., 14) to MHto verify that the MH is
still connected to it.At thispoint, thereare fourpossiblescenarios
that could occur.

1) MH is still in the coverage of thesame MSC and has not
severed connection with it.Since MH has neither moved
out from the MSC’s coverage nor severed connection with
the associated LR, the MH will respond to thecheckmes-
sage by sending anackcheckmessage back to LR. Upon
receiving theackcheckmessage from MH, LR will up-
date its location directory with the new LC value (i.e., 14)
and disseminate this location information of MHon the
wired network. This process will be repeated until one of
the following events happens: 1) there is no LR with LC
value for MH larger than what LRhas stored in its LD
or 2) MH has moved out of that MSC’s coverage or estab-
lishedaconnectionthroughsomeotherLR.Inthefirstcase,
all LRs will eventually receive the location information of
MH from LR . The latter case is analyzed next.

2) MH hasmoved to the regionofanotherMSCthat isalso in
the service area ofLR . When MH joins the other MSC,
themmjmessage it has sent will be forwarded to LR. LR
may or may not have received thismmjmessage before it
times out on thecheckmessage. In either case, upon re-
ceiving themmjrequest, LRwill update the LC to 14 and
sent anackmmjalong with the new LC value to MH. LR
then disseminates the location information of MHalong
with the new LC to all other LRs.

3) MH has moved to another service area and established
registration with LR , and MH sent a break signal
to LR . The new value , which came along
with the breaksignal, depends on what LC value LR
had stored in its location directory for MH. If is
larger than the LC value at LR, then LR updates its LD
with MH LR LC . If LC is smaller, then LR
eventually updates its LD with the LC value that arrives
on the wired network from LR. In the latter case, it is
LR ’s responsibility to resolve the correct LC value for
MH and disseminate this information.

4) MH has moved out and registered with some other LR
without sending a break signal toLR . In this case, once
LR receives the LC value from LR, it will check to see
whether MH is still in its region. Since MH has moved
out, there will be noackcheckmessage from MH. Hence,
LR times out and does nothing. However, LRpropagates
the information it received on the wired network to other
LRstomakesure that thenewLRtowhichMHhasmoved
is aware of the fact that there is an LR with a larger
value for MH .

Scenario 2: Consider another scenario where MHregisters
with LR and its new LC value is updated to be 11. Now (see
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Fig. 5. Sequence of messages exchanged in scenario 2.

Fig. 5), LR receives the location information about MHdis-
seminated by some other LR, which indicates that MHis con-
nected to LR with LC value 11. Eventually, LRwill also re-
ceive information originated by LR, which indicates that MH
is connected to LRwith LC value 11. Now, both LRand LR
have the same LC value for MH, but different location infor-
mation. Both LRs will increment this tied LC value and send
a checkmessage to MHalong with the incremented LC value
(i.e., 12). Each LR in the network (including LRand LR ) that
received this tied LD information for MHwill update its LD
for MH with MH LR LR to indicate that there are
two LRs with the same LC value that claim to have a connec-
tion with MH . This tie situation can only be resolved by the LR
currently serving MH. Again, there are four possible scenarios
that could occur.

1) MH is still in the region of the same MSC that is con-
nected toLR andMH has not severed the connection.
Since MH is still served by LR, it sends anackcheck
message to LR. Upon receiving theackcheckmessage,
LR will remove LR ’s name from the LD entry and dis-
seminate the new location information on the wired net-
work.

Since MH is not in the service area of LR, it will
time out on itscheckmessage. (Note: MHmay have
moved back in, but in that case, MHwould send anmmj
message first). Now, the location directory information
for MH at LR will have both LR and LR in their LR
field. Since LR cannot resolve the tie situation, it will
propagate the location directory information that arrived
on the wired network [i.e.,MH LR ] to other LRs

while keeping the entryMH LR LR in its LD
to indicate there are two LRs claiming responsibility for
MH

All other LRs except LR and LR will just propa-
gate the LD update information since they are not cur-
rently serving to MH. If they receive the same informa-
tion again (i.e., message saying that MHis in the region
of LR or LR with the same value), they will ignore
that information. Once LRresolves the tie, all other LRs
(including LR ) will remove LR from their LD entry for
MH and update the value.

2) MH has moved to the region of another MSC, which is
also in the service area ofLR . In this case, LRwill either
time out on thecheckmessage before receiving MH’s
mmj request through the new MSC or LRwill receive
themmj request before it timed out. In either case, upon
receiving themmj request, LRwill update the LC value
to 12 and send anackmmjmessage to MH along with
the new LC value. Also, LRwill disseminate the location
information of MH along with the new LC to all other
LRs.

3) MH has moved out ofLR ’s region and sent a break
signal before leaving.Since the LC value of MHbefore
moving out of LR is equal to the LC value that LRhas
received on the wired network, the new LC value that
came along with thebreaksignal is strictly larger than
what LR received. Hence, LRupdates its LD entry for
MH with MH LR LCnew . When LR receives the
new information from LR , it will also update its location
directory.

4) MH moves out of the service area ofLR without sending
it a break signal.In this case, both LRand LR time
out on theircheckmessages to MH. But, both of them
propagate the LD information that came on the wired net-
work. Once they receive the updated information from the
new LR that MH moved into, LR and LR will update
their LDs. All other LRs do likewise. The new LC value
is strictly larger than what LRand LR had stored earlier
in their LD entry for MH .

Thus, if the LC value is incorrect due to any of the rea-
sons discussed earlier, the protocol will eventually stabi-
lize with the correct LC value, and all LRs will eventually
have the correct location information for the MH.

Proof of Correctness:We need to show that, after the
last movementhas occurred in the network, each LR’s location
directory will eventuallyhave the same and correctlocation
countervalue and the serving LR for all the active mobiles.
Further, we also need to show that there is nolive-lock in the
system. That is, we need to show that after thelast movement,
eventuallyno location update message is exchanged in the
network except for the periodicbeaconsignals that are sent
over the wireless channel.

Here we do not make a distinction between the active and
standby modes of operations of a mobile host. We need to
show that these properties of the protocol hold in spite of
movement-dependent failures, mobile host hardware failures,
and also the case where the mobile host is powered off and on
again. Thelast movementrefers to the last time any mobile
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host moves from one LR service area to another and switches
its serving LR. Note that the maintenance of the location
information of a mobile host is independent of the movement
of other mobile hosts in the system. Hence, the idea of the
last movementcan be individually applied to each mobile host
separately to show that eventually all LRs will have correct
location information about each mobile host in the system,
and there is no live-lock.

In the following, we state the above properties of the protocol
in terms of lemmas and theorems.

Let be the time at which thelast movementhas occurred
in the system. Let be the set of fault-free LRs in the system
after some time . Let be the total number of mobile
hosts that are active in the system.

The following three lemmas and the theorem show that after
the last movement, eventually all fault-free LRs will have the
same and correct location information for each and every active
mobile host in the system.

Lemma 1: At some time , all fault-free LRs
will have the same location counter values for each of
the active mobile hosts. That is, LR LR ,

LD LC LD LC.
Lemma 2: At some time , all the fault-free LRs will

have thesamelocation information for each of the active mo-
bile hosts. That is, LR LR , ,
LD LR LD LR.

Proof: In order to prove the above two lemmas, consider
a mobile host MH and assume that, after thelast movement
at time , MH is served by LR. Also, assume that the LC
value carried by MH before it joined LR is LC . Consider
the following cases.

Case A: LR , LC LD LC
That is, the LC value carried by MHis greater than or equal

to the LC value any LR has stored in its location directory for
MH .

In this case, when MH joins LR , the LC value received
by LR is also greater than or equal to the LC value stored in
all other LRs. Hence, after LRincrements the LC value, the
location information disseminated by it will carry a larger LC
value than that stored in any other LR. Since LRs overwrite their
location directory with any incoming location information with
a larger LC value, each LR will store the same location counter
value and the same serving LRin their location directory for
MH . Note that any LR that claims to be serving MHbefore
receiving this location update will send acheckmessage to MH
to verify that MH is still in its region. Since MH has now
registered with LR, LR will time out on its checkmessage
and update its location directory with the update information
disseminated by LR.

Case B: LR , LC LD LC
That is, before registering with LR, MH carries an LC value

that is smaller than the LC value some LR has stored in their lo-
cation directory. As explained before, this could happen due to
three reasons: a movement-dependent failure, hardware corrup-
tion, or because the mobile host had been turned off and lost the
memory of the LC value. Before MHregisters with LR, let
the LC value at LRbe LC LC . Here, there are two cases
possible.

Case B.1: LR , LD LC LC LC
That is, the LC value stored in LRis not smaller than the

LC value stored in any other LR. Since the LC value sent by
MH is smaller than what LRalready has, LRassumes the LC
value from its location directory, increments it, and disseminates
the location update. This incremented LC value is strictly larger
than the LC value any other LR has stored. This situation is
similar toCase A. Hence, all LRs will store the same location
information about MH.

Case B.2: LR , LC LC LC LC.
That is, the LC value stored in LRis smaller than the LC

value that some other LR has stored in its location directory.
Here, when LRreceives the connection request, it will com-

pare the received LC value with that in the location directory,
increment the larger of the two LC values, and disseminate the
update. Now, there are two cases possible.

Case B.2.1: LR LC LC
That is, the incremented LC value is still smaller than that

in some other LR. This situation could happen when recent up-
date information from some other service area LRhas not yet
reached LR. In this case, when that update information from
LR arrives, LR will increment the incoming LC value and
send acheckmessage to MH. Similarly, when LR receives
the update information from LR, it will also send acheckmes-
sage to MH. Now, depending on whether MHis still in the
service area of LR, there are two cases possible.

Case B.2.1.1:MH still in the service area LR.
In this case, MH will send anackcheckto LR . Then, LR

will again disseminate the location information of MHalong
with the new LC value. However, LRwill not receive an ac-
knowledgment from MH for its checkmessage. Hence, LR
will time out and update its location directory with the new up-
date information disseminated by LR. That is, all LRs will have
same location information about MH.

Case B.2.1.2:MH has moved out of the service area
of LR .

Now, assume that MHhas registered with LR. Now, when
MH is registered with LR , the LC value sent by MHalong
with the mmjmessage is still incorrect. If the LC value that is
stored in LR for MH is the largest among the LC values for
MH in all the LRs in the network, then LRwill use the cor-
rect LC value, increment it, and send it back to MHas part of
ackmmj. However, if the LC stored in LR is not the largest, then
MH will still carry an incorrect LC value. In both cases, it is still
possible that LR will receive a location update from some other
LR claiming that it is serving MH. In that case, LR will send a
checkmessagetoMH.Again, ifMH isstill in theserviceareaof
LR , MH will acknowledge thecheckmessage, and similar to
Case B.2.1.1, it can be shown that every LR will have the correct
location information for MH. However, if MH again moves
out before receiving thecheckmessage, the correct location in-
formation for MH cannot be established unless MHregisters
with an LR that has the largest LC value for MHor receives an
acknowledgment from MH. If an LR receives an acknowledg-
ment from MH , then, fromCase B.2.1.1,we can see that every
LR will have the same location information about MH.

Case B.2.2: LR LC LC LC LC
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In this case, it is possible that two LRs claim to be serving
the same mobile host with the same LC value. Assume that
LC LC LC LC. Obviously, the update information
from LR has not reached LRyet, but when the updates arrives,
LR will increment the LC value and send acheckmessage to
MH . LR will also send acheckmessage to MH. Now, from
Case B.2.1, we can see that all LRs will have the same location
information about MH.

Lemma 3: At some time , any fault-free location reg-
ister LR , which becomes the serving LR of an active mobile
host MH , will have thecorrect location information for MH
in its location directory. That is, LD LR LR .

Proof: In our protocol, after a mobile host has registered
with an LR (say, LR), if an update that claims another LR is
serving the same mobile host with a larger or the same LC value
arrives, LR will always verify whether the mobile host is still
in its service area it by sending acheckmessage. If the mobile
host is still in the service area of MSCand if it is active, it will
send anackcheckmessage. Since at some time the mobile
host has not moved out of LR, and it is still active, LR will
have thecorrect location information for that mobile host.

Theorem 1: At some time , all fault-free LRs will
have the same location counter values and correct location in-
formation for each of the active mobile hosts. That is,LR

, LD LR LM , where LM is the
location of MH after its last movement.

Proof from Lemma 1:

LR LR LD LC

LD LC

and from Lemma 2

LR LR LD LR

LD LR.

But, from Lemma 3, for a mobile host MH, LD LR
LR LM .

Hence, LR LR

LD LC LD LC

and

LD LR LD LR LR LM

Since the location update of a mobile host is independent of
the movement of the other mobile hosts, all LRs will have same
and correct location information for each of the active mobile
hosts in the system.

Theorem 2: After time , where , no protocol
specific messages are exchanged in the network, and only the
periodicbeaconsignal is emitted on the wireless channel.

Proof (proof by contradiction):In the protocol, the update
messages are disseminated in the network by diffusion. Upon re-
ceiving an update, an LR checks whether it is new information.
If so, then the LR forwards the update to all of its neighbors ex-
cept the one from which it received the update.

Now assume that after time there is an update message
about the location of a mobile host MHbeing exchanged in

the wired network. Any LR will forward an incoming update
message only if the LC value associated with the message is
larger than what the LR has stored in its location directory. Let
the maximum delay in the wired network be, and let be the
maximum delay in receiving an acknowledgment from a mobile.
Then, assuming that the time out on acknowledgment ,
from Theorem 1we know that after time all
LRs will have the same and correct location counter value and
location information of each and every active mobile host. Since
the location update of a mobile host is disseminated only by the
LR that is currently serving it, the LC value associated with the
update could not have been larger than what all LRs have stored
after time . And, if the LC value of the update message were
smaller, then this message would have been ignored by all the
MSCs, and no further propagation would be carried out.

However, the case of an inactive mobile host is different.
Now, if that mobile host has become inactive after time(i.e.,
after all LRs have the same and correct location information),
then from the previous paragraph, we know that no protocol-
specific messages will be exchanged in the network. But, if that
mobile host has become inactive before time , then all
LRs may not have the correct location information for that mo-
bile host. However, after time , all LRs will have the up-
date information corresponding to the largest LC value in their
location directory. If more than one LR disseminates the up-
date with the same large LC value, then all LRs will store all
those update information in their location directory. If they get
this same information again, that update will not be propagated
further. Hence, there is no update information exchanged in the
network after some time .

III. L OCATION MANAGEMENT IN LARGE NETWORKS

The location information is fully distributed in the basic
scheme so as to reduce the call setup time and tolerate node
failures. However, the fully distributed scheme does not scale
well for large networks due to the overhead in location infor-
mation dissemination and storage. In addition, the usefulness
of the benefits of the fully distributed scheme—call setup
time and fault tolerance—diminishes as the network becomes
larger. In this section, we discuss how the basic scheme can be
tailored for a large network so that the location management
overhead is contained. We discuss two schemes: in the first
one, the location information is fully disseminated but the
LRs selectively store it; the second one uses a hierarchical
arrangement of LRs so that the dissemination itself is limited.

A. Caching

Caching scheme is similar to PCS architecture. Each mobile
host is associated with an HLR. But, instead of VLR, the caching
scheme uses LRs for the dual function of visitor location registry
and lookup directory for nonlocal mobile hosts. When a call
originates for a mobile, the current location of the mobile is
found by first querying the local LR. If the location information
is not cached in the local LR, only then is the HLR contacted.

When the mobile moves from one LR region to another, this
location information is updated at the HLR and disseminated to
all the LRs in the network. Other LRs selectively cache a loca-
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Fig. 6. Conceptual diagram showing the hierarchical arrangement.

tion information. The decision to cache the location of a mobile
host could be made based on any of the schemes discussed in [8]
and [11]. In the schemes presented in [8] and [11], the caching
decision is based on the local call mobility ratio, which is the
ratio between the number of calls to a mobile host from an LR
area and the number of times the mobile host has changed its
location as seen by that LR. The LR sees changes in the loca-
tion of a mobile only when a call originates for that mobile from
the LR area. Hence, even if the mobile host changed several LR
areas between two consecutive calls from an LR area, the LR
will count the mobility of that mobile host as just one movement
between its consecutive calls. Since the location information is
fully disseminated in our scheme, all LRs can keep track of the
true mobility of any mobile host. Hence, LRs can cache the lo-
cation information efficiently and yield better hit rates. Also,
if location information is not disseminated (as in [8] and [11]),
the cache is more likely to have stale entries compared to our
scheme. If an LR uses this stale entry to contact a mobile host,
it will send a connection request to a wrong LR first and wait
for the reply from that LR before it can contact the HLR of that
mobile to receive the current location. If the hit rates are poor,
the cost of contacting a wrong LR negates the gain of caching
the location information. But a full dissemination yields better
hit rates. The connection establishment time will be low in the
caching scheme.

1) Caching Location Information for the First Time:Even
though an LR caches the location information of only a limited
number of mobile hosts, it receives the location updates of every
mobile host in the network. But, when an LR decides to cache
the location information of a mobile for the first time, it has to
contact the HLR of this mobile to get the most recent location
information. The LR cannot simply use the update information it
received on the network to cache the location of a mobile for the
first time. This is because of the possibility that the information
received over the network may be old; the LR will not be able
to determine that a location information is old or new because it
does not know the current LC value associated with the mobile.
The location information that is subsequently received over the
network can then be used tovalidatethe cached information. In
this case, the LR can make a determination as to whether the
received information is new or not by comparing the location
counter value of the already stored information with that of the
newly received information.

While an LR is waiting on a reply from an HLR to which it
had sent a request asking for the location information of a mo-
bile, and receives a location update disseminated for this mo-

bile, it should buffer this update information before the reply
from the HLR is received. Once the reply is received, the loca-
tion information received from the HLR can be compared with
the location information stored in the buffer to determine which
one is more recent. This information can then be cached.

B. Hierarchy

Although in the caching scheme location information about
any subscriber can be cached by any LR in the network, the pro-
tocol requires that new location information about all mobiles
be disseminated to all the LRs in the network. As the network
expands, this requirement could inflict heavy traffic on the sig-
naling network. One way to reduce the signaling traffic is to
arrange the LRs in a hierarchy similar to the one proposed by
Wang [21]. In the hierarchical scheme, when a subscriber roams
away from his/her home area to a new area, an address chain
is created from the new area up to the common parent of the
home area and the new area. Now we will see how our generic
scheme can be modified to fit the hierarchical structure proposed
by Wang.

Fig. 6 shows the conceptual arrangement of the LRs in the
proposed scheme. Only the LRs in level one are directly con-
nected to the MSCs. The LRs in level 1 are connected to LRs
in level 2, LRs in level 2 are connected to LR in level 3, and
so on. The LRs under the same parents are clustered together
(i.e., LR LR forms a level-1 cluster,LR , LR forms an-
other level-1 cluster, andLR LR forms a level-2 cluster).
Now, we modify the location directory maintenance protocol
described in Section II to fit the proposed hierarchical arrange-
ment of LRs.

1) Movement of the MH Is Across the LRs in Level 1. As de-
scribed earlier, if the movement of the MH is within an
LR area in level 1, then no update information needs to
be disseminated. The LR, where the movement occurs,
just updates its location directory with the current MSC
serving the MH. However, if the movement is across the
LR area in level 1, and if the new LR that the MH has
moved to is also under the same parent LR as the one it
moved away from, then the location information of the
MH is disseminated to all the LRs in that level-1 cluster.
The parent LR will also update the new location infor-
mation. The location information is not propagated any
further.

2) Movement of the MH Is Across the LR Area in Level 2. As-
sume that MH has moved from MSCto MSC . When the
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MH joins LR through MSC, LR will check its location
directory to find out the last LR that served the MH. Since
the MH has moved in from another cluster, LRwill not
have any cache entry for the MH. Hence, it will forward
the mmj request to its parent LR (i.e., LR), which has
the previous location of the MH (i.e., LR). Once LR
receives themmjrequest, it will contact LR and receive
the new LC value. Then, LR will compare the LC it re-
ceived from LR and the one that arrived with themmj
message, increment the larger of the two, and send it back
to LR . LR will then send anackmmjback to the MH
along with the new LC value. MSCwill disseminate the
new location information to all other LRs (i.e., LR) in its
cluster. In the meantime, LR will disseminate the new
location information to all other LRs in its cluster (i.e.,
LR ).

While the MH is in MSC’s area, all the LRs under LR
(i.e., LR and LR ) would have cached the location information
of that MH. This cached information has to be removed when
the MH establishes connection with LR. This is done by LR
by sending aninvalidatemessage to all its child LRs when it
receives the update information from LR. The structure of the
invalidatemessage is MH LC. Upon receiving theinvalidate
message, LRs will remove the location directory entry for the
MH from their cache.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We considered the problem of maintaining location informa-
tion about mobile subscribers in a PCS network. We presented
a generic protocol for location management where location in-
formation was replicated and new location information of the
mobile was disseminated throughout the network. Fully dis-
tributing the location management reduces the call setup time
and avoids single point of failure that exists in centralized lo-
cation management like IS-41. Fully distributing the location
management is not an efficient solution for large networks due
to large number of location updates that need to be dissemi-
nated and processed. For large networks, we discuss two alter-
native solutions that limit the location updates messages while
still keeping low call setup time.

An analytical comparison of the performance of fully dis-
tributed location management with IS-41 protocol confirms our
premise that when the call arrival rate is high and mobility is
low, overall location management cost is lower using fully dis-
tributed location management than IS-41 [19]. It shows that for
a network of 25 service areas (i.e., HLRs), if the average resi-
dence time of a user in a service area is about 10 h and the call
arrival rate is as low as one call every two hours, the cost of fully
distributed location management is lower than IS-41. For the
same values, if the network size is 100 service areas, then fully
distributed location management is cost efficient only if the call
arrival rate is four calls per hour or higher. An analytical com-
parison of caching approaches based on IS-41 [12] and the one
proposed in this paper (see Section III-A) can be found in [17]. It
shows that for a network of 25 service areas, our caching scheme
is more cost efficient than an IS-41-based caching scheme when
the call arrival rate is higher than two calls per hour.

It is assumed here that location information is distributed by
flooding the network so that the protocol is tolerant to node fail-
ures. However, if the nodes do not fail, then location information
can be efficiently distributed by using a spanning tree rooted
at the node that initiates the location update. In this way, the
overall cost of fully distributed location management can be sig-
nificantly reduced.

The protocol has been simulated using the process-oriented
simulation language CSIM. The details of the implementation
of the basic protocol can be found in [14]. We have also im-
plemented the caching and hierarchical approached proposed
in this paper in the simulation. For comparison, we have sim-
ulated IS-41, as well as the IS-41-based caching approach. We
are currently comparing the performance of these different lo-
cation management schemes.
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